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Dilation theorems for Banach space valued stochastic processes andoperator 
valued positive definite kernels are considered. It isshown, e.g., that a Banach 
space valued stochastic pro ess X can be dilated to another p ocess Y,if and only 
if the covariance kernel ofY is a majorant ofthe covariance kernel ofX. Positive 
definite op rator kernels having majorants of certain special type are characterized. 
We are concerned with the dilation theory for Banach space valued 
stochastic pro esses andpositive definite op rator kernels with values inthe 
space @S, E’) consisting of all bounded antilinear ope ators f om acomplex 
Banach space E into its dual E’. 
Let T be a semigroup. It has been recently shown that apositive definite 
operator kernel B:T x T -+ L((E, ’) satisfies th  boundedness condition 
s,tjET,fiEE,j= l,..., n; n EN,for some function p: T + R + , if and only if 
it is the covariance kernel ofa Banach space valued stochastic pro ess X on 
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T with the property hat he propagator of X exists, i.e., there exists a 
representation xx of T in the Hilbert space @{X} such that X,, = nJs)X1 (cf. 
[6, lo]). 
In this paper we consider thepossibility of dilating a given Banach space 
valued stochastic pro ess X to another p ocess Y with nicer properties han
X, e.g., having a propagator. We show that aBanach space valued stochastic 
process X can be dilated to another p ocess Y,if and only if the covariance 
kernel K, of Y is a majorant of he covariance kernel K, of X, i.e., 
tj E T, fi E E, j = l,..., n; nE N. Especially, positive d finite kernels 
Q: G x G + C, defined ona locally compact Abelian group G, for which 
there exists a continuous po itive definite function Q’: G+ C majorizing Q 
are characterized. 
The boundedness condition (*)is closely related to the general Sz.-Nagy’s 
[ 181 dilation theorem (see also [9]). Italso arises inthe dilation theory of 
Banach space valued stochastic processes (cf. [6, 7, 10, 15, 16,201). The 
inequality (**) arises inthe dilation theory for certain non-stationary 
stochastic pro esses (cf. [2,8, 121) and vector measures (cf. [8, 11 I). One of 
the main motivations for this tudy has been to analyze the relationship 
between the conditions (*) and (**). One might expect that the latter dilation 
theory, related toorthogonally scattered dilations f bounded vector 
measures, could be deduced from Sz.-Nagy’s dilation theorem. We show 
that, in general, such implication does not hold (cf. Example 13 in 
Section 3). 
1. POSITIVE DEFINITE OPERATOR KERNELS HAVING MAJORANTS 
Let E be a complex Banach space. ByE(E, E’) we denote he space of all 
bounded antilinear operators f om E in the (topological) du  E’ of E. 
Furthermore, L(E F) stands for the space of all bounded linear operators 
from E into another Banach space F. We write L(F) = L(F, F). 
Let 2 be a (fixed) set. Recall that a mapping B: Z X Z+ t(E, E’) is 
positive definite, f 
2 2 @@j, fk)f;.)dfk) 2 o 
j=l k=l 
forallrjEZ,fiEE,j=l ,..., n;nEN. 
The following proposition was presented in [191 (cf. [4, 6, 7, 141). 
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PROPOSITION 1 (Aronszajn-Kolmogorov). A mapping B:ZxZ-+ 
E(E, E’) is positive definite, if and only if there exist a Hilbert space H and a 
mapping X: Z + L(E, H) such that 
B(s, t) = X;X, for all s, t E Z. (2) 
Remark. As usual, wehave identified th  dual H’ of a Hilbert space H 
with H by an antilinear isometrical somorphism. This identification is 
always included in arepresentation of he form (2). 
Remark. Suppose B:Z x Z -+ z((E, ’) is positive definite andsuppose 
X: Z + L(E, H) is a mapping satisfying (2).If 
H = v X,(E), (3) 
SE2 
then H is called minimal. If 2: Z --) L(E, A) is another mapping satisfying 
(2) and if I? is also minimal, then X,x and H, R, respectively, are unitarily 
equivalent (cf. [191). 
EXAMPLE 2. Suppose Q:Z x Z -+ C is apositive definite complex valued 
kernel, i.e., 
for all t, E Z, aj E C, j = l,..., n; n EN. For t E Z put 
Q,(s) = Qh 0, s, tE z. (4) 
Let H(Q) be the reproducing kernel Hilbert space associated withQ (cf. [ 1I). 
Recall that Q, E H(Q), t E Z; and (Q,, Q&(c) = Q(s, t), s, tE Z. 
Identify H(Q) with L(C, H(Q)) by identifying y E H(Q) with the mapping 
a + ay, a E C; and identify C with E(C, C) by identifying a E C with the 
mapping 
M.fNg) = dk f, gE C. 
Then, Q: Z x Z + C (=E(C, C)) is a positive definite op rator kernel. 
Furthermore, n  representation for Q in the form (2) is Q(s, t) =X:X,, 
s, tE Z, if X: Z + H(Q) (=L(C, H(Q))) is defined byX, = Q,, tE 2. In this 
case H(Q) is minimal. 
DEFINITION 3. A positive definite op rator kernel B’: Z x Z + z(E, E’) 
is called a majorant of a given positive definite kernel B:Z X Z + z(E, E’), 
if B’ -B is positive definite. In this case we write B’> B. 
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Let H be a Hilbert space and let X: Z + L(E, H) be a mapping. Inwhat 
follows eoften write 
The following dilation theorem isclosely related to the dilation theorems 
for bounded vector measures with values in a Hilbert space 
[ 11; Theorem 131 (cf. [8; Corollary 61)an certain non-stationary stochastic d 
processes [ 12; Theorem 1l] (cf. [8; Theorem 5]), respectively. 
THEOREM 4. Let H,, H, be Hilbert spaces and let X: Z -+ L(E, H,), 
Y: Z -+ L(E, H,) be mappings. Then K, < K,, if and only if there xist a
Hilbert space H and isometries J,:w(X) + H, J,: Sp{ Y} + H such that 
J,Xs =P.J,GF~,) J, Ys, s E z, (5) 
lh3-e PJ,,,I,I, is the orthogonal projection of H onto the closed linear 
subspace J1(@{X}) in H. 
Proof: Suppose (5) holds. Then for any n E N, tj E E, j = l,..., n, one has 
proving that K, < K,. 
On the other hand, suppose K,< K,. Put U = E x Z and define functions 
Q:UxU-C,Q’:UxU-+Cby 
Qb v> =WAS, Of)(g), Q’b VI= (Ku@, Of)(g), 
where u= df, s), v= (g, t); f, gE E; s, 1E Z. Since K, and K, are positive 
definite op rator kernels, Q and Q’ are positive definite kernels onU X U. 
Since Kx < K,, the function Q”: U X U+ C defined by
Q”(u, VI= Q’(u, 0)- Q<u, ~1, u, v E u, 
is also apositive definite kernel onU x U. 
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Consider the reproducing kernel Hilbert spaces H(Q) and H(Q”) 
associated with Q and Q”, respectively (cf. Example 2). For s E Z define, by 
applying the notation introduced in Example 2, 
Then Xk: E -+ H(Q) is a well-defined linear mapping. Moreover, 
IlX(f)il’ = (K,(s, s)f)U) G IlKAs, s)ll lb’l12, f E E, 
which shows that A’;: E -+ H(Q) is bounded. In a similar way one can show 
that the mapping V:: E -+ H(Q”) defined by V;(f) = Qll;,,, fE E, is a 
bounded linear operator. 
Put H = H(Q) @ H(Q”). For s E Z define a bounded linear operator 
Y;: E + H by 
YU) = K(f); W?), f E E. 
Then. 
K,= K,,, K, = K,,. 
Thus, there exist isometries J,: Sp{X} --) H, J,:Sp{ Y) -+ H such that 
J, ~Lt-) = KU-); 0); Jz YsU-) = W-), fEE, sEZ. 
Clearly, Jl(SjT{X}) = Sp{X’} = H(Q) 0 (0). Thus, 
J,xs(f> = V:(f); 0)
= ~.r,,,r*,,Mf); C(f)  
= ~‘J,,G-,x,j Jz Ys(fLf E E, s E Z. 
The theorem is proved. 
DEFINITION 5. Let H,, H, be Hilbert spaces. If the mappings X: Z + 
L(E, H,), Y: Z + L(E, Hz) satisfy (5), then Y is called a dilution of X. 
The following corollaries are immediate consequences of Theorem 4. 
COROLLARY 6. Let H,, H, be Hilbert spaces. A mapping Y: Z-+ 
L(E, H2) is a dilation of a given mapping X: Z + L(E, H,), if and only if 
K,<K,. 
COROLLARY 7. Let B:ZxZ-+z(E,E’), B’:ZxZ+E(E,E’), be 
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positive d Jinite operator kernels. Then B < B’, if and only tf there xist a
Hilbert space H and a mapping X: Z --) L(E, H) such that 
(i) B’(s, t) = K,(s, t) = TX,, s, t E Z; 
(ii) B(s, t) = eP,X,, s, t E Z; 
where P, is the orthogonal projection of H onto a closed linear subspace M 
in H. 
2. MAJORANTS SATISFYING A BOUNDEDNESS CONDITION 
Let H be a Hilbert space and let T be a semigroup. A family 
nx: T+ L(@{X)) is called a propagator of a given mapping 
X: T+ L(E, H), if 
nx,(s)X,(f) = XJf), fEEi s,tET 
(cf. [6, 7, lo]). The propagator n,:T+ L@@(X)) is uniquely determined, 
provided that it exists. It is obvious that he propagator xX:T+ L(Sp{X}) is 
a representation of T, i.e., nx(s)nx(t) = Irx(st), s, tE T. If T is unital with a
unit e, then xX is unital, i.e., xX(e) = I. 
The following proposition summarizes r ults by everal authors (cf. [6, 7, 
10, 201 and references th rein). 
PROPOSITION 8. Let H be a Hilbert space, let T be a semigroup and let 
X: T-+ L(E, H) be given. Then: 
(i) K, satisfies theboundedness condition 
J$l g, (Kx(sti, St&)(&) <p(s) ,$ gI (K&, tk)-6)Cfk) 
(B-C) 
s, tjE T,fiE E, j= l,..., n; n E N, for some function p:T + R + , tf and only tf 
the propagator 7~~: T-+ L(@{X}) of X exists; 
(ii) tf T is in addition u ital, then K, satisfies (B.C) tf and only tf 
there xists a unital representation n: T-+ L@{X}) and R E L(E, Sp{X}) 
such that 
Kx(s, t) = R*x(t)*n(s)R, s,tET. (6) 
One can choose R = X,, K = n, . 
Remark. (i) Suppose T is a *-semigroup. We say that amapping B:T-t 
E(E, E’) is positive definite, ifthe mapping B’ : T x T+ E(E, E’), 
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B’(s, t)=B(t*s), s, tE T, is positive definite, . ., B’ satisfies (1).Equivalent 
forms of the corresponding boundedness condition for positive definite 
B: T+ z((E, ’) have been presented in [15, 161. 
(ii) The propagator 7~~: T-t L(@{X)) of a given X: T-+ L(E, H) is a 
*-representation, if and ly if K, satisfies (B.C) and there exists a positive 
definite B: T-t E(E, E’) such that 
K,(s, t) = B(t*s), s, tE T, 
or equivalently, if and only if there exists a representation rr: T-r L&5(X}) 
satisfying (6)which is also a *-representation (cf. [20; Theorem 2.4, 
Corollary 2.61). 
(iii) Suppose, inaddition, T isa group (and s* = s-i, sE 7). Then 
(B.C) is trivially satisfied or any B’: T X T-, E(E, E’) of the form B’(s, t) = 
B(t*s), s t E T, if B: T+ E(E, E’) is positive definite; on  can choose p E 1. 
In this case any *-representation II: T + L(Sp{X}) satisfying (6) is, in fact, a 
unitary eresentation of T. 
THEOREM 9. Let T be a unital semigroup (resp. a *-semigroup). A 
positive definite operator kernel B: T x T-+ L(E, E’) has a majorant 
B’: T x T-+ z(E, E’) satisfying (B.C) (and B’(s, t) = B”(t*s), s t E T, for 
some B”: T+ E(E, E’)), if and only t$ there exist a Hilbert space 
H, R E L(E, H) and a unital representation (resp. *-representation) 
n: T-+ L(H) such that 
B(s, t) = R*n(t)*P,n(s)R, s, tE T, (7) 
where PM is an orthogonal projection of H onto a closed linear subspace M 
in H. 
ProoJ We present a proof just in the case T is a unital semigroup, since 
the case T is a * -semigroup canbe handled ina similar way. 
Suppose (7) holds. Put 
B’(s, t) = R*n(t)*n(s)R, s, tE T. 
It then follows from Proposition 8 that B’ satisfies (B.C). Furthermore, if the
mapping X: T+ L(E, H) is defined by X, = n(s)R, s E T. Then B’ = K, and, 
a fortiori, it follows from Corollary 7 that B <B’. 
On the other hand, suppose a positive definite op rator ke nel B’: T x T-+ 
E(E, E’) satisfies (BC) and B-C B’. Let X: T-+ L(E, H,) and Y: T-t 
L(E, H,) be such that 
K,=B and K, = B’, 
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respectively (cf. Proposition 1). Moreover, let 
B’(s, t)= K,(s, t) =R*n(t)*r(s)R, s tE T, 
be a representation in theform (6). Since one can choose Y, = n$ (cf. 
Proposition S(ii)) and since 
K,=B<B’=K,, 
the latter part of the theorem follows immediately from Theorem 4. 
The next result follows immediately from Theorem 9, Corollary 6 and 
Theorem 4. 
COROLLARY 10. Let T be a unital semigroup (resp. a *-semigroup) and
let H be a Hilbert space. A mapping X: T + L(E, H) has a dilation Y:T -+ 
L(E, Z?) having apropagator q.(which is a *-representation), if and only if 
K, has a majorant B:T x T+ E(E, E’) satisfying (B.C) (and, in addition, if 
B(s, t) = B’(t*s), s, tE T, for some B’: T+ E(E, E’)). 
Remark. By applying the methods used in [4] one may observe that 
analogous results hold for locally convex vector spaces E with the so-called 
factorization property and only for such spaces. 
3. APPLICATIONS 
We consider the case when E = C and T is a locally compact Abelian 
group G with a(fixed) Haar measure 1 and the dual group r. 
Our first applications are based on the following characterization, which is 
due to Kluvinek [5; Theorem 21: A continuous andbounded function 
x: G -+ F with values in a semi-reflexive Banach space F is the 
Fourier-Stieltjes transform f a(regular) bounded F-valued vector measure 
on r, if and only if there exists anM > 0 such that 
x(t) u(t) dA(t) 
II 
< M sup ]a] for all u EL’(G); @I 
here u^ stands for the Fourier t ansform f uEL’(G). 
We make use also f a dilation theorem for bounded (regular) vector 
measures ona locally compact Hausdorff space S [ 11; Theorem 131 (cf. [8; 
Corollary 61). It states that any bounded (regular) vector measure .Don S 
with values ina Hilbert space H has an orthogonally scattered dilation (cf. 
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(5)), orequivalently, thereexists a bounded positive (r gular) measure v on 
S such that 
Iti, udp 11’ Gjs lu12dv (9) 
for all bounded Bore1 functions U: S + C. 
The following theorem characterizes positive d finite k rnels 
Q: G x G -+ C majorized by a continuous positive d finite function 
Q’: G-+ C. 
THEOREM 11. For a positive dejXte kernel Q: G x G -+ C there xists a 
continuous positive definite function Q’: G + C satisfying 
c 2 ajtikQ(tj, tk)< E f ajtikQ’(tk’tj) 
JTl k=, j=I k=l 
(M.C’) 
for all aj E C, tj E G, j = I ,..., n; nE N, if and only if Q is continuous and 
bounded and there xists a constant A4> 0 such that 
II Q(s, t)u(W(s)dW) < M(sup lu^l)’ G G (10) 
for all uE L’(G). 
Proof: Suppose (M.C’) holds. Let If(Q) and H(Q’) be the reproducing 
kernel Hilbert spaces a sociated withQ and Q’, respectively (cf. Example 2). 
Since (M.C’) holds, itfollows from Theorem 4 that he mappings Q,E H(Q), 
s E G, and Q: E H(Q’), sE G (cf. Example 2), satisfy (5). Thus, the 
continuity and boundedness of Q’ imply the continuity and boundedness of 
Q. Furthermore, by (5) 
111, Q,u@)dA(s) 1 G (Ii, Q:uW(s)(( 
for all uEL’(G). Since Q’: G--f C is positive definite andcontinuous, it 
follows from Bochner’s theorem that Q’ is the Fourier-Stieltjes transform Of 
a bounded positive (r gular) measure v on ZY Thus, by applying Fubini’s 
theorem weget 
’ =( !” Q’(t-‘s)u(s)u(t)dA(s)dil(t) 
GG 
= I r IW12dv(y) < v(G)(sup lu^l)’ 
for all uE L’(G), proving the first part of the theorem. 
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On the other hand, suppose a continuous andbounded positive definite 
kernel Q:G x G + C satisfies (10). Since (10) holds, itis obvious that he 
continuous and bounded mapping Q, E H(Q), s E G (cf. Example 2), 
satisfies (8) and, afortiori, there exists a bounded (regular) vector measure p 
on r with values inH(Q) such that 
[5; Theorem 21. Let v be a bounded positive (regular) measure on r 
satisfying (9) for ,U (cf. [11; Theorem 131). Define a continuous po itive 
definite function Q’: G-+ C by 
- 
Q'(s) = j Y(S) NY), s E G. 
r 
Since (9) holds, itis obvious that Q and Q’satisfy (M.C’). 
The theorem isproved. 
Remark. Theorem 11 can be interpreted alsoas follows: A second order 
stochastic pro ess x: G--t H has a continuous stationary dilation, f and only 
if xis continuous, bounded and satisfies (8),or equivalently, if and only if x
is the Fourier t ansform of a bounded (regular) vector measure (cf. [8, 
Theorem 5; 12, Theorem 111). 
A stochastic process version fthe following theorem was presented in 
[ 13; Theorem 41 in the case G= R. 
THEOREM 12. Suppose a continuous andbounded positive definite kernel 
Q: G x G -+ C satisfies th  boundedness condition 
~ ’ aja;,Q(Stj, St,) UP ~ ~ aj6kQ(tj, tk), 
j=l /fZ‘* jtl k=l 
(B.C’) 
S, tj E G, aj E CT j = l,..., n, n EN, for a constant function p = M > 0. Then 
there xists a continuous po itive definite function Q’: G--f C satisfying 
(M.C’). 
Prooj Consider the reproducing kernel Hilbert space H(Q) and the 
mapping Q, E H(Q), sE G, associated with Q (cf. Example 2). Since (B.C’) 
is satisfied th  mapping Q,, s E G, has a propagator rro: G+ L(H(Q)) (cf. 
Proposition 8). Since p = it4, itfollows that ]] rro(s)]] < M, sE G. Furthermore, 
since rro is a commuting group of operators, it follows from ageneral form 
of a result bySz.-Nagy [ 171 (cf. [3; p. 351) that here exist B E L(H(Q)) 
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with abounded inverse and a unitary epresentation z’: G-+L(H(Q)) such 
that rcc = B-‘r’B. 
Since rr’ is unitary and since Q is bounded and continuous, it follows that 
the function P: G-+ C defined by
P(s) = (BQ, 9 BQ,),vj, 3 sE G, 
is continuous andpositive definite. As in the first part of the proof of 
Theorem 11 we then get 
for all uE L’(G). Thus, all hypothesis of Theorem 11 are satisfied and,a
fortiori, the theorem follows from Theorem 11. 
We close this ection by showing that (M.C’) (resp. (B.C’)) can be 
satisfied ev nif (B.C’) (resp. (M.C’)) isnot satisfied. 
EXAMPLE 13. (a) Define a continuous positive d finite k rnel 
Q:RxR-+Cby 
Q(s, t) = eSef, s,tER. 
It is obvious that (B.C’) issatisfied. However, (M.C’) cannot be satisfied, 
since Q is not bounded. 
(b) It follows from Theorem 11 that any (non-trivial) positive definite 
kernel Q:R X R -+ C of the form 
Q<s, r) = r(s) r(t), s,tER, 
where ris the Fourier-Stieltjes transform f abounded (regular) complex 
valued measure onR satisfies (M.C’). However, such aQ does not satisfy 
(B.C’), if, e.g., r(0) = 0. 
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